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Table S1. Statistic analysis for the segregation ratio of target genes and selection-

marker genes and co-transformed frequencies in T0 and T1 progeny tobacco plants. 

a Gus histochemical staining-positive with PCR amplification-negative; 

b Gus histochemical staining-positive with PCR amplification-positive; 

c Gus histochemical staining-negative with PCR amplification-negative; 

d PCR amplification-positive. 
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Table S2. The statistical analysis of average thickness of both two tansgenic plants leaf. 

(Data represent mean ± SE, **P<0.001; n=5) 



Table S3. The statistical analysis of average sizes of necrotic spots in inoculated-leaf 

of both two tansgenic plants.

(Data represent mean ± SE, **P<0.001; n=25) 



Fig. S1. The effect of TMV-infection on the growth of the two transgnic and wild-type tobacco plants. Lateral 

plan for wild-type and transgenic plants at 21 d after inoculation, d Top view for the upper leaf without 

TMV-inoculation CN-HAK trans-CN-HAK1 plants, CN trans-CN plant, WT wild-type plant. 



Fig. S2. The qRT-PCR analysis of TMV-CP gene in the inoculated and top uninoculated leaf of CN-HAK1- 

contianing, CN-containing and wild-type tobacco plants. a The relatvie expression of TMV-CP in the 

inoculated and top uninoculated leaf of wild-type, CN-containing, and CN-HAK1-containing plants orderly at 

day 5 after TMV-inoculation. The pores 1, 3, 5 represents for the TMV-CP  expression in the inoculated-leaf 

of wild-type, CN-containing, and CN-HAK1-containing tobaccos respectively, and the pores 2, 4, 6 represents 

for the TMV-CP  expression in the top uninoculated-leaf of wild-type, CN-containing, and 

CN-HAK1-containing tobaccos respectively. b The expression levels of TMV-CP in transgenic and wild-type 

plants at day 12 after TMV-inoculation. b The expression levels of TMV-CP in transgenic and wild-type plants 

at day 18 after TMV-inoculation. b The expression levels of TMV-CP in transgenic and wild-type plants at day 

25 after TMV-inoculation. 



Fig. S3. The relative expression of NHA1 gene. The gene has been reported to plays an important role in K+-

absorbing in response to abiotic stress (Lu et al., 2005), but there was seemly no significant difference in 

NHA1 expression level in response to biotic stress (TMV-infection) in this study.



Fig. S4. The relative expression of CN gene in CN- and CN-HAK1-containing tobacco plants. CN-

HAK1: trans-CN-HAK1 tobaccos, CN: trans- CNtobaccos.



Fig. S5. The qRT-PCR analysis for HAK1 gene under water-planting. CN-HAK1: trans-CN- HAK1 

tobaccos, CN: trans- CN tobaccos, WT wild-type tobaccos. 


